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Engendering Disquiet: On Kinship
and Gender in Bali
Mark H oban

How adequate are analyses of kinship and gende r which rest upon
supposedly uni versal features of the human condition? Are such analyses,
for instance , sufficient to enable us

[0

understand the actual diversity of

human relati onships in Bali? Universalist accounts tend to represent
biology as processed into cultural units which separate and uni te people
at va rious levels into groups for activities associated with caste, gender
and worship. If one considers gender as a kind of activity or practice
however, how can this be best analysed in the context ofBalinese society?
It is clear that, beyond a certain point, kinship theory does not help one
understa nd 'gender ' either as a construct or as an ac tivity. This is because
kinship theory is usua lly derived from a Western discourse of the
relationships between biology and affinity, a discourse which is steeped
in Eurocentric assumptions about such relationships being 'basic',
' natura l' and ' primordial ' to Man and best appreciated in the context of
primitive social systems. So, all 'primitive' societies were said to contain
kinship systems, which became a cri te ri on of the authenticity of the
·primitiveness· of a particular culture.

In this paper I question how useful it is to try 10 reduce practices to do
with kinship and gender to general biological or sociological explanations.
I suggest first that kinship does not have the kind of rea lity usually
attributed to it. Second, I shall argue that, if we are to try to understand
relationships between men and women in Bali, in the first instance these
are best understood through Bal inese ways of talking about and arguing
over such relationships. Ideas do not exist in the abstract, but attain their
social reality in situated practice. And much ofthis practice is in a dialogal
mode which contradicts most 'grand theories' tha t set out to explain
interpersonal and group relationshi ps. Third, I shall suggest that there are
quite different ways of talki ng about male-female relationships, which
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kinship are nO simple truths about the world, but affected by our changing
assumptions. It is not an issue of how to compare facts but of how, using
one epistemological model, to talk about others - or perhaps better, the
problem of talking about one discourse using another.
As the issues are complex, I shall highlight some of the points most
relevant to a discussion of kinship. In its easiest fonnulation the problem
of radical translation (between unrelated languages where there has been
linle, or no, cultural contact) is an extreme example of the henneneutic
issue of how to interpret texts or statements. For 'the special problem of
interpretation is that it very often appears to be necessary and inevitable
when in fact it never is. This appearance of inevitability is a phantasm
raised by the circularity of the interpretive process' (Hirsch 1967: 164).
The reaSOn is that one is dealing with a system of signs which ' ... must
be construed before it furnishes confinnation of an interpretation .
Furthennore, the manner in which the signs are construed is partly
predetermined by the interpretation itself (Hirsch 1967: 165).
Wby can one not simply translate by finding out what native words or
expressions correspond with the facts? In order to understand the
difficulty, it is useful to look at the theory of truth, and meaning, which
is required for such an approach. This is the classical 'Correspondence
Theory' , in which truth, and so true meaning, consists in some fonn of
correspondence between facts and ideas, and which has a very ancient
European pedigree indeed. Or, as we shall see, the kinds ofschemes used
to classify kin relations rely on culturally specific metaphysical
assumptions of particular things' or people's ha ving essential properties,
by virtue of which they may be definitively classified.
There are serious problems in any 'Correspondence Theory'. Three
are relevant here. First, many of the words critical to a translation, such
as logical connectives, do not correspond to any facts. Second, as Gellner
(1970: 25) has observed, in effect introducing 'reality' as a stage in
translating one language into another merely adds a further language and
compounds the difficulties. Why this should be so is clear in the light of
my last objection, namely that there is an indetenninacy in translation,
such that more than one scheme may make sense of what has been said.
There is no simple way of climbing out of one's translational scheme

Western academics commonly link to biology, affinity and territoriality,
without needing to engage in any fonnal reconstitution of kinship theory
in Bali.

Perilous Presuppositions
Stipulating a cross-cultural reality to kinship is to equate discourses upon
the imaginary with factuality. The unkindest cut of all is the way Western
scholars treat kinship among non-Western peoples as something
primordial to which they are bound (consider Lansing's vision of Balinese
as kaikel, 1974), a state of affairs which 'the West' somehow transcends.
What is commonly called kinship is a chimera, a mythical monster with
a face offolk categories and a tail of metaphysical assumptions. Needham
has challenged the validity of prevailing principles and modes of
classification (1971, 1975). Schneider has sought to sever the cultural
constructs from a heterogeneous social conglomerate (1968, 1972); while
Inden has pointed out that people elsewhere may make quite different
assumptions about how humans are related (1976). Yet kinship continues
to be discussed as a 'social institution ' in anthropology. This may be
because anthropology is heir to a strongly essentialist (and substantialist)
intellecrual tradition .

Unless we are quite clear what kind of 'thing' kinShip is, we may find
that we have a problem of translation and comparison. How do we know
that what we call kinShip denotes something comparable in other usages?
Also, there is the question of what statements about kinShip are about.
Are we dealing with descriptions about the world? Or is it more a matter
of what various classifications of relationships may be used, for particular
purposes, to assert, claim, challenge or deny? Finally, there is the
metaphysical issue of what at any historical moment, other peoples
recognise, explicitly or implicitly, as existing in their world. How does
the classification of relationships relate to what is held to exist? I would
suggest that using the notion of kinship, even as 'an odd-job word', tends
to cover up the difficulty in knowing how we translate; what uses of
language may exist; and whether, or in what senses, other ways of
classifying are remotely comparable. Anthropological detennination to
find a fixed and easily identifiable object of study has yielded a particular
jural, moral and ontological package we call kinship. It would be a
startling example of what someone once delightfully called 'RUP' 
Residual Unresolved Positivism - were we to fail to consider the full
implications of the fact that anthropologists' ideas about other peoples'

to ask even the best· informed native informant whether One is correct
without having to translate him or her. The catch is that 'there can be no
doubt tbat rival systems of analytical hypotheses can fit the totality of
speech behaviour to perfection, and can fit tbe totality of dispositions to
speech behaviour as well, and still specify mutually incompatible
translations of countless seOlences insusceptible of independent control'
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(Quine 1960: 72). In other wo rds there is no way of knowing whether
the ethnographer 's translation of words like kinship, family, or father a re
in fact what people ai m to ex press in their speech behaviour. Once the
ethnographer gets going on her or his scheme, howeve r shot-through with
one 's own cultural presuppositions, it tends to become se lf-confinming,
because man y of th e key notions are mutually defined and sufficiently
far away from stateme nts for which there is empirical evidence . How do
we know that the comfortable-seeming similarity of ideas about kinship
round the wo rld is not a re sul t of the observers' sharing simila r
preconceptionswhich they invest in their translational systems? Consider,
for inslanee, how radical would be the difference were common notions
like 'soul ' or 'spirit' to be re ndered as 'identit y' instead, and how hard it
wou ld be to invalidate either (see Hobart 1987: 37-44).
Lea ving aside the difficulties in transla ti on, what in fact are we
comparing? The problem is that, whatever their purporte d basis in
biology, as with gende r, kins hip relations are not natu ral facts. What the
anth ropo logist conventionall y goes by are na tive statements held to
desc ribe the social relati onships ofa part icular kind in which humans are
engaged, so to speak. Now statements differ from ' facts' by being asserted
by people on panicular occasions, rather than, in some sense, being 'out
there'. 'Being so me one 's brother' is construed from the 'facts ', whatever
they might be in any insta nce, in tenms of cultural ca tegori es, which
include ideas of taxonomy, logical operations and much else besi des.
Anthropologists' statements about kinship are therefore, among ot her
things, applicat ions ofclassi ficatory principles to the actions, eve nts and
so forth from which rel ations hips are inferred. It is not evi dent a priori
th at other peoples either use similar procedures or treat pract ices so
idealistically as instantiati ons o f ideas Or categories.
There are other grounds too on which to question whether statements
about kinship could ever be neutral propositions about th e world. Words
do not j ust say th ings, but do things at the same time. In speaking one
does not simpl y ma ke propositions but also presents that proposition, if
such it be, in different ways or with differing force, which may further
ha ve effects in the worl d. Even this fonm ula tion is perilous, beca use
propositions are a fine example of dubious ment al entities. People tend
to speak in utterances, commo nly in dialogue w ith ot hers (Ba khtin
I 986a,b). I shall try to show later quite how dangerous it is to think of
statements about kinship as descriptions. It fits better with ethnographic
evidence to treat these as situated pract ices of prescribing, asserting,
denying, questionin g or any of the other ways in which people may use
language on different occasions for particular purposes. Endless confusion
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is created by mistaking claims for descripti ons.
These diffic ulties seem to pale in the face of the hurdles invo lved in
comparin g ideas cross-culturally. Evans-Pritchard (1965) has made the
point that comparison easi ly leads to a ci rcu lari ty. To compare things one
requ ire s criteria, but how does one establish the criteria in the first place
without comparison? Our not ions of comparison are highly conventiona l
and sub sume learn ing 'simila rity re la ti ons' (Kuhn 1977: 307-19, on
'finitism'). Matters are wo rse st ill when dea ling with the classification
ofjural or moral relati ons which are wi dely argued to be key aspects of
kinship (see for example Fortes 1969). For a start on what grounds could
we assume th at ideas of' law' and jural notions such as person, obligation,
or prohibition are su ffi ciently commensurable as to be worth th e exercise,
whe n they have changed so much in the West? The assumption th at the
moral dimension of kinship is important does tend to presuppose that ideas
of morality have equivalence cross-cu lturally, which rather flies in the
face of the evidence. A great deal of anthropology co nsists in closing one's
eyes and hoping the world will go away.
What then are Balinese ideas about the material base of kin relat ions?
Significantly, what Balinese say depends on the context in which the issue
arises, th e occasion and the textual kn owledge of the speaker. How th ey
approach the notio n of 'matter' is complicated. They stress the

transfonnation of appearance or the causation of events instead (see
below). More specifically, theories ofconception famously tend to involve
differing soc ial claims. Many accounts stressed the complementary fluids
males and females brought to making the child, with detenmination of
gender depending on whether the man or woman was the stronger part y
in the uni on. That sa id, detailed inquiry with eighty adult women a nd
men in the research village, yielded eighty rather different accounts. To
o vergene ralise, members of the elite, in su itabl y essentialist spi rit, tend
to put more weight than peasants on pedigree, which is not unc onnected
to claims to politica l legitimacy. They also put more stress on ideas of
partly innate purity, which is thought to be trans mined by fluids at the
time of conception. Just what purity is is a complex and debated issue;
and the ostensible evidence of procreation may be overridden where other
factors intervene - as w hen a low-born man attains power or acquires

the auributes of a prince. As I discuss below, the real m of 'kinship' may
well be, for Balinese, that which makes humans simi lar or differe nt, in
which many considerations combine. Balinese do not identify family
re semblances just by referring to inherited traits. Besides the docrrine of
karma pala, vi ll agers recognise the disparities between ' kin ' as much as
the congruences. Pa rt of the inquiry about new-born children is finding
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out from a spirit-medium the identity of which forebear has manifested
itself. Quite different kinds of situational factor come into play too. In
Balinese accounts of causation, personal identity is partly detennined by
the circumstances of birth, including time and space, and it further remains
inextricably linked with the fate of a child's four mystical siblings (the
kanda 'mpa/, the ejecta at birth). So there is no mechanical theory of the
narural basis of kinship. Rather, personal identity and domestic relations
are decided by various factors operating within a causal field .
One way of approaching my opening question about how one might
set about understanding human relationships in Bali is to consider briefly
- and necessarily somewhat simplistically - Balinese uses of words for
causation. Instead ofstressing a deterministic biological 'basis' to kinship
and gender, Bal inese often stress the events which made things and people
what they are. When inquiring about how something came to be what it
is at that moment, its karana, 'cause' or, perhaps better, 'condition of
being', Balinese widely use a cluster of six related tenns. The first is the
species or personal name, adan. Indeed, adan literally glosses as 'the
being of' . Names may be used just as conventional labels, but they must
be appropriate to the object or person in question . Persons may change
their names if their circumstances change. The vital act of naming humans
or species (Hobart 1990) requires the participation and approval of
Divinity in some form .The second condition is tokar, the constiruents of
a thing or person, what inheres in its being at any moment. This cannot
be reduced to simple maner. What inheres in the being of a person in Bali
and makes them what they are arguably includes the kanda 'mpa/, which
survive their initial existence as the ejecta of birth and remain important
aspects of a person. A third condition of being is the fonn or shape of
something, its rupa . It is this, for instance, which distinguis hes males,
females and banei}, (hennaphrodites) from one another. Fonn is not fixed .
Where women in Bali regularly work ricefields, their rupa is said to
become more like men (see below), and their behaviour may change
accord ingly.
A vital fourth condition of being is the instrumental cause ofsomething,
its karana (nimit/akiJraNa in Indian Nyaya-Vaicreooika thinking, Poner
1977: 56-8). This tenn is sufficiently central that it often doubles for
'cause' in a more general sense. Karana is the act or event that makes
something what it is.The act ofmanufacruring a motor-cycle is itskarana.
as the act of coition of parents is the karana of a child . Fifth, things and
people have more or lessguna, use, or use value. Without this condition,
whatever it is is gravely defective. A motor cycle which cannot be driven,
rice which cannot be eaten, an adult who cannot carry out the appropriate
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work ofa woman or man lacks the appropriateguna. Finally, things and
beings have their conventional or fining place in the world, genah . If a
being or thing is too long outside its usual place, its guna changes . For
instance, if a domestic cat runs feral for longer than a few weeks, it is
thought ofas having gone wild and therefore becomes edible. A man who
lives in his wife's compound on a pennanent basis becomes in one sense
a woman (see below) . So, in contrast t.o what is ultimately the biological
detenninism of much academic writing about kinship and gender,
Balinese stress a range of panly changeable and interrelated conditions
of being.
A final point should be made about my reference to metaphysics. By
this I mean the kinds of idea, category, logical operation, ontological
commitment or whatever which Balinese appeal to, explicitly in speech,
or implicitly by inference or reflection on discourse . Such a metaphysics
in-the-buff, as I have called it (1983), is more common than anthro
pologists often allow (cf. Evans-Pritchard 1937, 1956; Lienhardt 1961;
Inden 1976; Vitebsky 1993). Cenainly in a literate civilisation like Bali,
texts and traditions of philosophical discussion abound; and philosophical
tenns and ideas are used in daily life unselfconsciously, with enthusiasm
and aplomb, to explain actions and account for the narure of the world.
It is one thing for Balinese to interpret maners this way; but to what extent
does my approach claim to explain why humans do what they do? The
short answer is that it does not claim to do so. My concern is simply [0
look at the empirical conditions - which include Balinese statements
involving metaphysical tenns - under which action takes place, and, given
the panicular sets of circumstances, to piece together the ways in which
Balinese talk about what is happening in different contexts .
There is no way in which we could ever know which of the possible
sets of constructs, ifany, is the one in fact responsible forthe events. This
modest constraint on my aims follows directly from arguments such as
the one noted above, about the underdetennination of theory by
experience. If such a caution has any validity it is the death-knell for
anyone who purpons to establish that any scheme can, in principle,
explain events. There is an unstated step in many culrural analyses. After
positing a theoretical framework which. with luck, bears some relation
to the ethnographic evidence, there is a surreptitious assumption that,
given the best and richest conceprual scheme, a causal or rational account
could be read off on demand. These general remarks about the
questionably substantive starus of 'kinship' can also be argued from the
ethnography of gender.
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Temples and Shrines as Centres of Activity
Among man y kinds of temple congregation in Ba li are those known as

pamaksaan, dadiya or, more specifically, assarah, followed by the name
oft he worship group . The terms are foun d in different parts of the island
with somewhat different usage. The folk e tymology is interesti ng.
Pamaksaan is usuall y held to derive trom the rootpaksa, force ; an d refers
to those who are expected to worship at (maluran, to give offerings, and
Inuspa, to pray), or who are obliged to support (nyungsung), a templ e.
Balinese often link dadiya to dadi, to grow or become, but a lso, to all ow.
So it may be read either as th ose who have grown from one origin,
kawitan, or those between whom certainacts or exchanges are permitted.
Sarah is the general word for class or kind. So it denotes a class of people
linked to a temp le, and so place. In common with almost all temple

associations in Bali , the ma in functi on of its members is to perform
calendrical ritua ls to the incumbent deity (usually known by a title, Batata,
whic h indicates divine status, followed by the name of the templ e or
worship group - most Balinese taxonomy stresses term inal classes in
nominalist fa shion ). The princ iples of incorporati on of different groups
in principle differ mainly in the range of functions and th e crite ria of
eligibility. In practice matters are not a lways so clear-c ut. The grounds
for forma l association, however, are worth brief consideration .
The cri teria for inclusion in such wo rship groups may be expressed in
severa l ways. A key, but diffi cult, term is pu/'usa. In Sanskrit it is oft en
tran slated as ' male ' (Gonda 1952: 73; Inden 1976: 13), but also as ' seed
man ' (Inden and Nicholas 1977 : 30) or as part of the 'cosm ic
manifestation of th e primal Superman (purusa), (Long 1980: 58). The
notion o fpurusa is variously interpreted in different Hindu philosophical
traditi ons: as an aspect of deity (Gon da 1970: 16ff.), as self opposed to
substance ( Potte r 1980: 263), as consciousness beyon d matter, 's heer

content less presence' as against 'awareness (which) is active, intentional,
engaged'(Larson 1980: 308) . It is not an easy word. At fi rst sight mailers
are mu ch si mpl er in Bali . Sakellg purusa belongs to a contrast set wi th
sak.;ng pradana, 'from the male (side)' and 'fro m the fema le (s ide)'
respec tively (see Gonda 1952: 173). Heresakengpurusa designateSlh ose
rela ted to a ma le forebear. In th is sense the worship groups mentioned
above may be read as ha vi ng their principle of association defined by

descent - Balinese use the same metaphor, lurun, as in English - here
agnation. Purus(a) also is used for 'penis': so does sakeng purusa refer
to socia lly recogni sed, or biologically conceived, connections? This is
not a quibble. Such ambigui ties are criti cal to how Balinese interpret
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group membership and explain action.
There is a subtlety here. After all , why not define 'kin grou ps'
straightforwardl y by who joins. and dis miss folk sema nt ics as incidental?
This is an easy way out , but it imports Western ideas of the relation of
word and object . De fi ningpurusa by denotation is woefully inadequate.
Granted the range of im plications, Balinese suffer from (o r delight in)
the dilemm as of what the senses ofpurusa are all about. Issakeng purusa

about conventional association or about acts of procreation? (Where
descent is traced through women, it is referred to as sakeng purusa.) Is
the stress on transmission or substanti ve qualities? Or is it about something
else? Is it, for insta nce, shari ng something with a given deity, considered
as ancestral? Or worse, is it some shared anribute, or pe rhaps outlook,
sepa rate from the indi vidual interests of those concerned? Such iss ues
tend to arise when the ambiguous grounds of incorporation are

highlighted , inevitably in di sputes or changing circumstances.
It will be obv ious that the interpretat ions Balinese may place upon the
notion ofpurusa stem in part from reworkings ofsome cfits many senses
noted by Sanskrit schola rs. This is equally true of the oth er terms
mentioned so far. For insta nce, villagers in the senlement where I worked
tre ateddadiya on occasions as deriving from dadi, as ' to all ow' . Sharing
a dadiya had the se nse of being allowed to sha re things like food , so those
who did not in fact do so were not of the same dadiya . By varyi ng the
defining attributes Balinese can, and do, give quite different slants to what
terms shou ld refer to, whom to include and exclude, and what suc h
decisions might imply. Whether we like it or not, interpretation is not
easily divorced fro m Balinese practice, nor translation from the ta sk of
the ethn ographer.
Should it be thought I am splining hairs, let us look at the other tertns
Balinese use to classify people with whom they live and wors hip. A
common way of spea king about whom one regard s as re la ted is as
semelon, the etymology of which is often given asse-melu-an, or roughly
'one exit' o r 'from one sou rce' (but also 'see the light ', 'break through ').

So, on one reading, the exit may be the mother's womb, as

melU

is a

synonym in hig h Balinese for being bom. As divorce is common, comi ng
from one mother does not entail ha ving the same fa ther. So perhaps the
two most used words to refer to cri teria of membership in 'descent groups'
are complementarily linked to the percei ved funct ions of males a nd
females in a rather loose way.
Metaphor plays an in teresting part in how relationships are portrayed.
So far the possible ima ges are of a procreative penis and coming from a
mother's womb. The other terms used of'kin ties ' may, signifi cantly, also
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social and biological paternity, contrasting ideas of wrong association,
and situated practice. Also women, if they are not divorced or do not return
home, become house shrine deities (gradually subsumed under the
genderless title of Batara, deity, protector) in their husband 's group as
defined by purusa (and vice versa, of course, for in-marrying males).
Activity in a place affects one's being. So it is not surprising that Balinese
widely regard the work for, and worship at, house shrines as a critical
means of distinguishing members ofa group claiming sharedpurusa from
others. At marriage women pray at both their natal , and their marital,
shrines to state their change of residence: the same happens on divorce
or return. When we look, however, at who actually turns up on such
occasions, the results are rather unexpected if one regards purusa as
simply agnation.
In some pans of Bali many people do not know, or choose not to pay
attention to, the sites where they may worship their purusa . In whaf
follows I outline the state of affairs in 1971 in the ward ofPisangkaja,
which was pan of the settlement ofTengahpadang in Nonhern Gianyar.
(The figures I give below should be treated with suitable caution and are
only intended as sighting shots. People are often rel ated in several ways,
so what constitute the data are simply the most common assenions of
relevant relationship .) In Tengahpadang 88 per cent of householders
claimed to know the site ofworship oftheirpurusa. Attendance at temple
affairs being compulsory for its members, on pain of fine or expulsion,
turnout is high. At domestic shrines matters are different and, while
everyone claims that it is almost unthinkable for a person with proper
purusa ties not to turn up, this is far from the mark in accounting, for
example, for actual attendance in Pisangkaja. Help in preparing the
substantial offerings was undertaken largely by the household, however
constituted, of the compound heir (69 per cent of helpers), as this is
regarded as the place of origin, kawi/af/, of families which have moved
away. What is a little unexpected is that jural aguates accounted for less
than half the remaining help. In all, 10 per cent of the workforce were
affines, and a funher 5 per cent just neighbours (from different worship
groups), while several other people turned up who had been adopted into
other groups and so had no formal link. So far, the pattern is interesting,
but not perhaps very surprising.

be given metaphorical associations . To refer to ties traced strictly through

males Uurally?) the term is SGturunan, of one descent, from turon : to
descend, drop or fall. To cloud matters, however, there is another word,
ka/unmaf/ , the abstract noun from the same root, which designates all
who can trace descent (filiation would be the less metaphorical
anthropological expression) through males, females or any mix of the
two. Under what circumstances, and with what care, Balinese distinguish

between the two terms in actual use is a tricky question.
So far the images refer to sequence expressed spatially (descent), or
perhaps betterto causal juxtaposition (penis or womb -> child, a relation
sometimes described as 'metonymy'). Other words conjure up different
associations. Lingsehan , from lif/gseh: a stalk of rice, refers to a bilaterally
reckoned grouping. Perhaps the most widely used term in the region of
Bali where I worked isnyama .As the noun denotingpersons,panyamaan ,
its range is similar to sernelOn , if not broader still. When coupled with
beraya, nyama beraya is used of fellow villagers (sometimes set against
panembahan, those one prays to, or bows before, sembah, i.e. persons
of high caste), and so suggests recognising a common link. In public
meetings it attains a sense 31 limes close to 'moral community' , Nyama .
however, also refers to parents' siblings, genealogically or by age, and
sometimes to all senior members of a dadiya. Again panyamaan and
/lyama are used interchangeably in many contexts. Nyama either comes
from the root sarna, or is its perfect synonym. Sarna normally is used to
indicate something like 'same' or 'similar', sharing some aspect of

identity, being alike. The connection is not lost on Balinese. Whether
etymologically or metaphorically these terms have precious little to do
with 'kinship' . Nor would we be wise to infer that nyama, or semeton,
which is equally used of 'non-kin', really denote kin and the other uses

are just marginal, or ancillary. extensions. On what grounds can we be
sure that the narrower use is not just one of a number of special
applications? To argue the extensionist case is to impute a degree of
essentialism to Balinese which there is no evidence that they have.
Balinese do not, as we have seen, speak oftheir relationships in simple
kin terms. As with temples, local ties are defined commonly in terms of
sites of worship, known as sanggah (shrines) or sanggah gede (simply :
big shrines), according to the perceived remoteness of the relevant
forebears. Ideologically, inclusion is expressed in terms of purusa .
However, one's place (genah) of worship affects the condition of one's
being. For instance, it is not uncommon for people to be told, when illness
is diagnosed by spirit mediums, that they are worshipping at the shrine
of the wrongpurusa, i.e. in the wrong place. This allows a play between

When it comes to worship at house shrines, however, the picture is
curious. Of those who came to worship only 33 per cent were agnates in
any jural, or strict, sense. Close on 10 per cent were affines, who properly
should not worsh ip at another's shrine at all. There was also a smattering
of poliIical clients, where even caste category was in doubt. The largest
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single category were what one might term 'out-marrying agnates', that
is men and women who ha ve left the group on marriage or adoption. In
the fonna l la nguage of agnation therefore, those entitled, and indeed
required, to wors hip at the shrine form a minOrity.
Agnates are still less evident in agriculrurallabour relations, the milli ng
of rice and other gene ral forms of work exc ha nge or help. Here affinity,
neighbourhood and friendship or political clientage predom ina te (see
Hoban 1979: 338-44).
Obviously, one ma y allow a measure of idiosyncrasy in personal
motivation . But on what grounds, one wonders, 3tleaSI as far as worship
is concerned. is it justified to impose our category of agna tion, rather than
say cognation, a general sense ofshared origin or mutual concern, or olher
reaSOns yet. to be discerned? It is inelegant to dismiss the exceptions as
mere contingencies. The sc ientific ploy of moving from the nomological
to the statistical does not apply in the same wa y where human intention
or rene xivi ty is involved . It is also a moot point whether one can assume
- as almost all anthropological analyses do - that the panici pants'
interpretations are homogeneous; in other wo rds that the y all share the
same ideas of what worship,purusa, and so on are about. Lastly, to claim
that what is imponant is the jural, Or ideal, model does not help at all.
Words like purusa, salurunan or ny ama do not denote unambiguous
classes of person, any more tha n those who turned up can easily be
pigeon-holed .
Of what value,then, is the technical language ofkinship? To speak of
agnates as a fi xed jural category suitable for cross-culrural compari son
is ofquestionable wonh. On the one hand such categories do not fit easily
with indigenous principles; on the other they do not even correspond with
the 'facts on the ground' (whatever those be). Some terms are obviously
more circ umscribed in their reference; many are used more narrowly
when actually deciding whom to include than when accounting for
someone 's prese nce to outsiders. Most of Ihe terms Balinese use are
sufficiently open to interpretation that they can be used to encompass
almost anyo ne local who feel s like ruming up: nyama (beraya) can be
used, for instance, of anyone with whom one wishes to dec lare relations
of a cenain warmth and equality. So, when they choose, Balinese can,
with clear consciences, declare that those who work and worship tOgether
are all nyama~ The significance of purusa may now be clearer. While i[
may be used to give ostensibly jural instructions (as in ado ption, when
the rule tends to read something like: when looking for an heir take the
nearest person from the purusa - although low castes in fact tend not
to), it ma y equally refer to different categories. It may be those who feel
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anachment to a place of birth, or to people they grew up with, or those
with whom one shares something (still to be defi ned) in common and so
fon h. Might one however conclude with thc tri te comment that patrilineal
systems in theory are always bilateral in practice? For reaso ns that will
be discussed shortly, this is not an adequate answer either.
Marriage and the Relationship of 'Male' to 'Female'
It is sensible to look at marriage in the context of male-female relations
generally. Humans are not the only class of beings, or things, which
properly are found in complementary pairs. In fact , humans are not a very
good example to take, because Balinese recognise a third class, o f bancih,
hem13phrodite, transsexual or transvestite, even if there are relatively few
persons who allocate thc mselves or are allocated to this last. Be that as it
may, according 10 various written and oral accounts, 'male' deilies have
' female ' counterparts, sometimes know n, as in India, as theirsakli, which
is commonly translated from the Balinese as ' mystical power' , but might
more adequately be rendered as 'mani fest potency or potentiality' . Female
deities, like Durga Or Uma (associated with destruction or witches, and
rice, respectively), tend to be more immediately invo lved in Balinese li fe
than do their male 'consons'. It makes li nle sense, however, to treat the
relation between non-manifest (niska/a) and therefore largely unknowable
agents as marria ge . In many situations Balinese do not speak of de ities
as 'male ' or 'female' .
As Balinese domestic and kin relations have been fairly full y outlined
elsewhere (Boon 1977; Geenz and Gcertz 1975; Hoban 1979), onl y a
few remarks are needed here. Most commonly, after marriage a couple
sets up its own home, except for the youngest child or designated heir.
Usually a male assumes this role; but, failing sons, wo men are quite
acceptable. As land has become increasingly short, sons tend to stay in
their parents' compound, as may daughters. In the ward of Pi sa ngkaja,
on which the fOll owing accou nt is mainly based, residence arrangements
were as follow s. In compounds with more tha n one household, 22 per
cent are related by ties other than between males. This excludes female
heirs, who are treated in effect as j ura l males. Significantly, they are said
'to be a man' (li tera lly : ' to ha ve the body ofa male ', maraga /anang in
High Balinese), and their husbands are correspondingly designated
female . This point will be discussed later. If the constiruent compound
ties are ca lcul ated, those not through males are nearly half. In many
instances the exceptions, if they can be called that, are where peopl e live
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with affines. As living with one 's wife's family involves a double
humiliation -one cannot afford to keep a family in one's own compound,
and one's family cannot afford to keep one - perhaps it is surprising that
the figure is so high. If one chooses to readpurusa as a principle defining
agnation however, the problems this entails emerge with horrible clarity.
The rile of mas akapan , which is the nannal cultural condition for

fonning an effective functioning human domestic unit. is also required
similarly for other recognised pairings as diverse as pigs, drums or slit
gongs. The stress in each instance is upon pans fonning a functioning
whole. Priests must have female counterpans in order to undenake the
full range of their religious activities, but these need not be their wives.
lnjust the same way, a man or woman requires a member of the opposite
conunon gender to fonn a viable household unit because of the sexual
division of labour, but this need not in fact be a wifelhusband - a sister/
brother or another unrelated woman/man is acceptable. The Balinese
emphasis on complementarity includes recognition that good cannot exist

wilhout evil, kings without peasants, mystic heroes without anti-heroes.
It makes at least as much sense to regard the sexual and reproductive union
of humans as an aspect of Balinese ideas about the complex relationship
of pans to the whole they constitute, as it does to isolate from context
one relationship and compare it with others taken out of context. If we
wish to focus on marriage as such, should we not include pigs and slit
gongs, which pass through the same rite ?

According to traditional accounts the Balinese practise preferential
patrilateral parallel cousin marriage (since Bourdieu 1977, this should
be a signal of trouble to come), or, failing that, at least marriage within
the dadiya (Geenz and Geertz 1975), that is, traced by ties of purusa.
The frequency with which such unions occur varies greatly. In the village
of smiths srudied by the Geenzs it was high, in the mixed -caste
conununity of Pisangkaja (and equally in the other pans of the senlement)
it was very low. As against acrual father's brother's daughter marriage
of7 per cent in Tihingan, the equivalents in Pisangkaja were 2 and I per
cent for high and low castes respectively, and sank lower still for second
patrilateral parallel cousins . In fact more high-caste marriages between
kin were contracted with non-agnates than agnates (66 percent as against
33 per cent) . For low castes the comparable figures rose to 7-11 per cent
with non-agnates. This suggests that, whatever the ideals stated in the

ethnographic literature, most cousin maniages tend towards other
possibilities (the more so as notionally father's sister's daughter unions
are avoided because they involve direct exchange, so the other three
possible cousin unions are not equally open in theory). Quite what tbis
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implies w ill become clearer when we look at the overall panern.
Not all marriages take place with the agreement of the families

involved, or even the assent of the partners themselves. As the concern
here is with the evidence that recognition of kinship in some sense affects
pos itive marriage choice, I sball omit all those unions (22 per cent for
unions between members of the same high caste, 44 percent for all other
unions) in which extraneous factors like being caught in flagrante or
elopement in the face of disapproval were given as the predominant
reasons. What is striking is the high proponion of kin marriages (28 per
cent) where there is no agnatic tie at all among low castes. In fact, ifone

contrasts unions where agnatic ties are thought to exist (also coinci
dentally 28 per cent) with those where kin ties of some kind are (43 per
cent), there is linle evidence in favour of a bias towards agnation. The
comparable figures for high castes show an equal balance ofagnation as
against kin ties. So far it is hard to detect from the figures a preference,

especially among low castes, for agnatic unions. Were we now to rephrase
matTers, for the sake of argument, in bilateral tenns, the picrure is of an
even spread with a slight bias, if anything, towards matrilateral kin. The
evidence is sufficiently underdetennined to be capable of supponing
several alternative hypotheses.
The discussion so far remains seriously incomplete. Almost half the
approved marriages ofordinary villagers are between people with no kin
tie of any kind in conventional tenninology. Need we consider these?
Villagers themselves offer an account which is of interest. There is tacit,
and not infrequently explicit, agreement on the importance of wealth.
Richer families try to avoid their children marrying into poorer families,
while often trying to place their own offspring as advantageously as they
can. Realistic Balinese remark that one tends to land up marrying those
of one's own kind, by that referring not to purusa, dadiya and so on, but
to family capital assets (or rarely, secure salaries). The results of testing
thi s s uggestion statis tically are spectacular. Marriage is approved
significantly more often where the panners come from households of
equal wealth. The choice seems to be cash or kin . Or is it kith or kin ?
How do wealth and kin connections compare as criteria for approval

of maniage? In kin marriages, where unions are agreed to, the parties
are closely equal in economic assets. In any case, for reasonS to which I
wish to turn, it is not necessarily useful toask if the villagers ofPisangkaja
contract ties with others for wealth or because of putative kin links. Wealth
certainly seems to playas important a pan as, if not more important a
pan than, kin ties in securing the approval of parents. As the evidence

does not suggest a strong bias in favour of agnation as against bilateral
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kin, an intriguing possibility arises. Family fortunes do not, for the most
part, change rapidly in one generation. So those who marry people of
equal wealth in one generation may find their children in a position to
marry the same people, now kin, in the next' Kin endogamy may be just
another way of saying: marry people of like means.
'Aha!' might murmur a cavilling critic, 'for all your fancy footwork
at the beginning, you see you cannot do without using kin terms yourself.
Your argument is based as much on statistics as those of the rest of us, so
you are just measuring your own mirages" At the risk of di sapPointing
the critic, [ must demur and suggest that she or he is confused. First, all
anthropological, and indeed all everyday, talk about other cultures
involves translational schemes. The problems start when we confuse these
with 'reality'. Second, my point has beeDjust how inadequate the received
categories of anthropological wisdom are; for they are self-confirming
hypotheses, which can be turned against themselves.
'Surely', it might be countered, 'there is more order than you suggest.
After all there is an organised system of prescriptions, preferences and
prohibitions. There is an underlying system afrules.' For various reasons
this reply is less adequate than might at first appear. For a start, the
ontological status of rules is unclear: are they constitutive, regulative,

ideal, expectations or observations of normal practice? Further, any
positive rule in Bali is open to more than One interpretation. The
preference for' real' patrilateral parallel cousin marriage as sacred (Boon
1977: 132) is countered by Balinese who note that it is dangerous to the
welfare of the partners (one reason given is that ties through males are
hot, in contrast to those through females), and serves largely to consolidate
wealth and ties within thepurosa. (One might question whether it is sacred
at all, fonhe nearest tenn in Balinese issuci. ' pure', and such unions are
not generally regarded assuei.) Perhaps the most celebrated proscriptions
involve what might be called a reverse in the flow of women, such as
father'S sister 's daughter marriage (Boon 1977: 131) Or sister exchange
(1977: 138). Not only do both occur, but they are justified by alternative
interpretations of what is desirable (here that ties through women are cool
and so good; and that direct exchange avoids nasty overtones of rank
difference) . [n other words, prescriptions, preferences and prohibitions
lend to be fe-evaluated in different interpretations. Recourse to rules, or
worse pseudo-logical games (for example Boon 1990), are lures for the
unwary.
A problem with most anthropological accounts is that cultural
constructs aTe seen as having an independent reality and structuring action
at other levels, such as the normative, psychological and so forth. The
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difficulties are several. It has not been established, for Bali at least, in
what sense such levels in gender and kinship relationships are supposed
(0 exist, or by whom they are recognised and under what circumstances.
The notion that abstract ideas determine action and so, retrospectively.
may be used to explain them looks to have more to do with the pervasive
idealism of Western academic thinking than it does with Balinese
representations or practice. Finally, postulat ing levels of reality involves
an uncomfortable degree of essentialism. Almost any problem can be
cleared up, as Russell tried to do with his paradox, by proliferating levels;
but it is at the cost of making an onto logically cluttered world. The
solution may also be spurious (see Hobart 1985: 48-9). The difficulty
can be highlighted in the difference of Boon's ideals and the idea of
metaphor touched on by the Geertzs, for example, that a village is a
'sacred space within whose bounds the fates of all residents are
supernaturally intertwined' (Geertz and Geertz 1975: 167). It is one thing
to suggest Balinese use a spatial metaphorofa cenrre and relative distance
in terms of which to talk in a certain context. It is another to impute an
abstract ideal in terms of which reality in fact is ordered . The former asks
us to inquire seriously how people actually use and rework ideas in
practice. The laner is not just a retreat into largely ungrounded speculation,
it also continues the hegemony of a peculiarly Western vision, which is
to perpetuate colonialism by other means.

Constructions of 'Male' and 'Female' in Bali
Constructions of female and male roles, in Bali at least, tend to be
strikingly situational. This is less obvious than it might be, because it is
easy to be distracted by stereotypes from the relationship between such
ideological statements and contrary accounts and usage . More serious,
it is still commonplace to impose alien categories upon what people say
and do: underdetermination here underwrites facile explanation. Instead
of perpetuating prevailing naturalist or semiotic assumptions about
gender, it might be useful for a change to inquire into indigenous
discourses. [shall suggest that Balinese make extensive use ofgllna , use
or function, wh at a person can do, as a criterion of what makes a woman
Or man. No single frame of reference, however, is all-embracing. As
guna, however important, is not the sole aspect of being, it could not be.
The most cursory glance at what Balinese say and do casts a critical
light on monolithic academic theories. For a start, Balinese recognise
transsexuals as a third distinct role or kind of being, which can only be
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reduced to a dichotomy by intellectual sleight of hand. While one could
doubtless mock up a model to argue that women in Bali are perceived as
somehow more natural and men more cultural , it flies in the face ofwhat
Balinese say on the subject. It commits the category mistake of imputing

a narure:culture distinction a priori. Also, in conversations I have
overheard, both men and women argue that males are more often prey to
anger and lust; and that women bear the greater actual burden ofiearning
and passing on the elaborate details of Balinese civilisation. Frequent
disclaimers notwithstanding, debates on gender remain bedevilled by
questionable European dichotomies and supposedly context-free
'transitivity' between them. As Errington noted, in writing about gender
in Southeast Asia, it may be important not to assume gender to be dualistic.
Balinese accounts of the conditions of being suggest humans differ among
themselves at once by both degree and kind. So it may not quite be
adequate to treat 'men and women as bas ically the same sorts of beings'
(1990: 30).
Even such partly polemical points about academic and indigenous
stereotypes run the risk of hypos tat isat ion. They ignore what is actually
said and done in different situations . Obviously there is no space here
for a detailed analysis of situational use. So brief summaries of a few

instances must suffice. On several occasions in Bali I heard males or
females assert that women think about the short-term -and men the long
term - consequences of actions (karma pala). After fairly detailed
research over a year, separately with different groups ofwomen and men,
what I learned suggests that in many circumstances one could as easily
argue the reverse case. We are dealing however with attributed explan
ations. There is no simple link between what people say and what they
do, what they ma y say afterwards, and what they say about what other
people did. This makes global generalisations even more vapid.
Public pronouncements may well be contradicted in other settings. It

is not uncommon to hear statements or witness behaviour, especially in
formal public contexts, that implies that males rank superior to females .
A popular theme among both women and men when chatting at home or
in food stalls is how members of the opposite sex ha ve a far easier time
in life. I was rather surprised, therefore, to hear a group of men discussing
in what form they would prefer to be re incarnated (rebirth is thought often
to be within a few years). They agreed they would all prefer to be reb orn
as women. , raised this incident with various other groups of villagers
and the theme was taken up with some relish. It transpired that almost

everyone, whether females or males, took the same view. As several
hastened to point out, they had no control over the matter, though! So
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much for the simplistic summaries and hypothetical questions on which
so much anthropology relies'
Even if one allows for the highly situational and contextual nature of
assertions about gender, another problem intrudes into anthropological
writing on the subject. This is epistemological closure. Even those
scholars who are wary ofnaruralist traps are liable to fall into their Western
hermeneutic antithesis and assume that the body is regarded as a sem iotic
system. It is one thing to explore the analytical value of treating visible
differences as potentially signifying (as does Errington 1990: 31-7); it
is another to presume that other peoples necessarily do, or that valid
conclusions stem from assuming so (for exarnple Boon 1990: 224-33).
(The Samoan practice of treating male offspring as daughters when a
family deems there to be too few of the latter becomes a delightful instance
of denying or overriding visible differences when they grow up muscular
and hirsute l ) Short of claiming a totalitarian epistemological supremacy,
a minimal precondition would be an account ofthe semiotics of the people
in question. That still leaves the question of the ways in which people do
in fact evaluate that substantialised duality we call 'gender' . Elsewhere
(1983), I have outlined a long di scuss ion between Balinese about the
difference between humans and animals. It was concluded by a well
known orator's stating that it depended on one's ability to carry out the
full activities of a human. Women are expected not only to be able to
bear children, but to engage in domestic tasks like cooking and make
offerings, as well as to perform the appropriate female public duties.
Equivalent expectations fall on men . Incidentally this accounts as well
(and is certainly more faithful to Balinese discursive usage) for the
opprobrium with which childless women and men are regarded, and the
status of widows and widowers, as does the rather trite structura list theme
of dev iation from the 'normal' complementarity between the sexes. Like
the blind, they are unable to function full y by Balinese standards.
Earlier on I noted that form (rupa) - here the body (raga) - is part of
a widely used scheme of causation or, perhaps better, what makes things
what they are and de limits what they can do. The quite common practice
of women's being designated heirs in the absence of a suitable male is

interesting, because, as was noted, such women are said to

~maraga

lanang', to have the body of, or be, a man. This seems not to be a specious
metaphor. Forwhen Balinese are questioned how this could be, the usual

answer is that the women are men for the purposes of inheritance.
Furthermore, where there is substantial property, these women quite often
behave as the dominant partner in the relevant domestic and sometimes
public domains. Their role is quite compatible with their body's
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capabilities. A more striking instance is the custom of the womenfolk in
the nearby village ofPetulu ofdoing the bulk of the hard work ofdouble
hoeing the rice fields. Unlike most Balinese women, they can be seen in
the fields heavily smoking cigarettes!
Much writing on gender seems to me to impose unnecessary conceptual
straitjackets on what people say and do. Western scholars usually wobhle
somewhere between a naive realism that regards the complementarity of
gender roles as distilled somehow from 'real' sexual difference and an
idealism which treats it as a reflection of 'underlying' taxonomic
principles. The problem of the former is that, apan from postulating the
commentator's privileged access to reality, it says nothing about how
classifications are used subsequently. The latter treats conceptual
structures as homogeneous and as agents, of which humans in society
are mere instruments. Both treat culture as a monologic system ofthought
or categories, rather than as involving heteroglossia (in Bakhtin's terms,
1986a) reworked dialogically in different situations.
Where
anthropologists regard this last possibility with suspicion, this is
understandablc, in so far as it threatens instant punditry and sweeping
but doubtful generalities, and actually requires the commentators to learn
the language properly and spend time actually listening to people.
Briefly I wish to explore the possible relevance ofa dialogic approach
to gender. Relationships are complicated, as is the connection between
what people do and how they explain it, in that both are construed and
reworked in different ways in different contexts. Appeal to the 'normal'
suffices no more than to the 'ideal' (Hacking 1990: 160-9). Instead, one
needs to ask who appeals to constructions of what is normal, ideal or
whatever and in what situations? This raises the broader question of
presuppositions of homogeneity and the mono logic nature of language
in anthropological explanation. On what grounds do we assume that there
is a substance or class, 'gender', beyond dialogically constituted dif
ferences, that there is only one way of classifying such differences, that
discourse on gender (or kinship) takes the form ofa monologue, or that
contradiction reflects a failing of the unreflective native mind?
Once one lets go of the vision of culture as some homogeneous
monologue, other possibilities come to mind. Rather than gender's being
the essential determinant of differential social behaviour, we need ro
consider when, how, and under what circumstances differences between
women and men (however construed) are used as an explanation ofaction.
Such differences widely seem to be sufficiently talked about in everyday
life as not to be easily subject to simple regimentation. Cenainly, on the
occasions I have heard Balinese talk about them, they are fraught with
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contradiction and irony, and are even used recursively as a reminder of
the contextual limits of encompassing schemes of explanation. When
Balinese therefore refer to other aspects of social life by using the
differences between females and males, this need not be a simple-minded
attempt to domesticate deities, drums or what-have-you in a folksy,
homespun way. It may offer far less comfonable constructions of the
nature of relationships. Balinese may use attributions of male and female
to a deity and itssakti respectively to suggest not just that the relationship
is not simple, but that it is perilous for humans to talk about what is not
manifest (niska/a).Analogy, however, involves the mutual coloration of
vehicle and tenor. So one should not assume that we are dealing merely
with the extension ofdifferences ofsex. I have also heard the interlocking
and shifting relationship of the large and small drum pans used to
comment on the complex interdependence of husband and wife. Relations
between women and men are distinguished inter alia in Bali by envy,
distrust, antagonism and misunderstanding, as well as longing, care and
attachment. This colours usage in ways which are not associated with
other paired differences. If simple complementarity is all that is sought,
it is unclear why Balinese do not use distinctions of day and night, sun
and moon or countless others. There is, in short, no essential way of
reading gender. Ascriptions of difference are recursive, situational and
underdetermined by facts. Nor do we needprimajacie to impose such a
dichotomous substance when commenting on Balinese discourse in order
to encompass the facts or 'collective representations'. On occasion
Balinese may, of course, assert there to be essential differences between
males and females. Others may question such statements. Assenions of
overarching system by Balinese are themselves a distinctive aspect of
heteroglossia.
This is not the place to elaborate the extension ofBakhtin's notion of
dialogue as a theory of society. I wish, though, to note three points.
Anthropologists have tended to ignore what people actually say - perhaps
because it clouds the neat picture which is usually presented in academic
monographs. Dialogue, however, in various senses has an obvious bearing
on the topic of 'gender'. In Bali, relations between males and females
form a recurrent theme in popular theatre. For instance, the problems of
sexual attraction and unsated desire among the young and issues of status,
power and propriety among the old, are represented with many
misunderstandings and consequences. Balinese are far subtler com
mentators on their own usage than most Western anthropologists are.
Funher to this, the imponance of theatre as a form of commentary by
Balinese on their own practice makes dialogue central in two ways. Not
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only is the commentary elaborated in dialogue between actors, but,
because the audience is actively invol ved in appreciating critically what
happens, the relationship of troupe and audience is more dialogi c than
monologic . Finally, dialogue as an image of the differences between
women and men is singularly appropriate for a subject which consists in
no small part of women and men engaged in argument about such
differences. The use of so complex, variable and dialogic a set o f
relationships as those between men and women does not entail dualistic
closure. On the contrary, it suggests all sorts of pOSSibilities, not least an
argumentati ve world. Above all, il offers a vision quite differenl from
timeless biological deteomnism. It implies that humans-and other foons
ofcritical will-are capable, by the conditions oftheir being, ofrenecting
upon, and on occasion changing, those conditions.
Dialogue does nol lend itself to the easy closure of monologue. The
nature of relalions between males, females, bancih, divinity and other
beings is argued about and its significance rethought in public meetings,
theatre, the market, coffee stalls and on all sorts of other occasions in
Bali by interested participants. To subsu me this diversity under some
uni versal construct of gender or kin ship, before inquiring whether
Balinese ac tually talk in these teons, or need to presuppose them in order
to talk, is hegemonic. They are arguably as unnecessary as a 'coocept of
time' is to talk about and appreciate processes ofchange. If this argument
engenders disquiet, so be it. Dismissing the predilection in detective
stories for unlikely, but titillating and marketable fantasy, Ra ymond
Chandler once wrote of Dashiell Hammen that he 'gave murder back to
the kind of people who commit it for reasons'.AII tooof'ten it is a strange,
truncated Bali thatWestem investigators serve up, severed from Balinese
commentary on their own motives and practices . Perhaps it is time that
Balinese were allowed bac k into the disc ussion ab out Bali.
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